2006 scion tc fuel pump relay location

TheSnowSnake Junior Member. Still tiring to get the ICE to run and what to trace the voltage to
this relay. Some users call it fuel relay other call it different names. I have the electrical manual
but it doesn't show where the little devil lives. Thanks again ChapmanF Senior Member. Wiring
manual shows it and what connections it is connected to. If that relay was faulty engine would
crank but not start Prius cranking sound like running. What does your Prius do when trying to
start? Ready light? Fault codes? TheSnowSnake likes this. Oh ya I can find it in wiring diagram
But where is it physically. It refers to it about 6 places. Left side under hood? I have many refers
in the manual but no physical location divers side under hood? I'm unable to do anything,
beyond key on and ready is not always lit, the big battery is real low but 12 is full. I will post
codes as soon as my reader arrives. Also ordering a grid charger for main. Also, if I look in
section H, which is the one with all the detailed circuit diagrams, the "engine control" block of
diagrams is shown on pages 68â€”76 again, these'll be my page numbers, not yours. That's
probably where I would have started my search, since that's where I'd see the diagram
schematically connecting the relay to the ECM and the fuel pump. See how it shows the relay
wired to connectors coded 1A and 1F in little ovals terminals 3 and 10 in connector 1A, 1 and 13
of connector 1F? Now just flip to the last page of that "engine control" diagram block 76, in my
book : See how the table title shows the oval shape used for the connector labels, and for both
codes 1A and 1F it says see page 27? That was the page I mentioned that in my book has the
two-page spread of the junction box labeling the exact position and shape of the relay socket
As I said, this stuff won't be directly right for you because you need to look in your own manual
for your year, but I hope this might help you find your way around it. Marty2go and
TheSnowSnake like this. Well I have had it to the point where I could drive it short distances.
But need to get the ICE to run. Now my main is low enough that all operations are on hold until I
get the codes and start some repairs. I was just wondering if the fuel relay was operating, as I
don't think it is getting fuel. When it did drive it was on HV only. So all is on hold waiting for the
scanner Thanks a ton guys. Yeah, driving on just the hybrid battery is not progress, could be
killing it. Thanks I check that out. Thank Patrick. Ok the grid charger is on right now charging up
the HV battery. I want to reset all the error codes how do I do this?? I have them and nothing
really scary except the HV battery so Im charging now. And no the 12 volt removal did not reset
the service light and some of the error codes. So how do I wipe them out for a fresh start. Yes
read the codes. Maintenance required Patrick. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show
Ignored Content. Similar Threads - Need where relay. Need help shows engine light on and not
charging the batteries Joe Cain , Feb 1, , in forum: Gen 2 Prius Care, Maintenance and
Troubleshooting. Replies: 2 Views: Replies: 7 Views: Raytheeagle Jan 23, Need advice: Brake,!
Replies: 18 Views: 2, Replies: 10 Views: 1, Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Quick Links. Table of Contents. How To Use This Manual. Glossary Of Terms And
Symbols. Relay Locations. Electrical Wiring Routing. Ground Point. Power Source Current Flow
Chart. Connector List. Part Number Of Connectors. Overall Electrical Wiring Diagram.
Applicable models: NCP61 Series Refer to the following manuals for additional service
specifications and repair procedures for these models: Manual Name Pub. When overall
connections are required, see the Overall Electrical Wiring Diagram at the end of this manual.
Not all of the above part numbers of the connector are established for the supply. When
contacting the two leads in reverse, there should be no continuity. HINT : Check to see what
kind of connector you are disconnecting before pulling apart. Insert the terminal until the
locking lug locks firmly. Insert the terminal with terminal retainer in the temporary lock position.
C STOP 7. Page Cont. Page 2 xA Cont' d Cont. Page 14 xA Cont' d Cont. Page 18 xA Cont' d
Cont. Junction Blocks are shaded to clearly separate them Wire colors are indicated by an
alphabetical code. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Ad vertisements. In
this article, we consider the first-generation Scion tC AT10 , produced from to Here you will find
fuse box diagrams of Scion tC , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels
inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. How to check the
fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table
of Contents. Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more:
How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. Instrument cluster lights, instrument panel lights, gauges and meters, audio system,
console box illumination. Back-up lights, electric cooling fan, air conditioning system,
emergency flasher, power windows, power door lock system, gauges and meters. Multiplex
communication system power door lock system, illuminated entry system, wireless remote
control system, back door opener, panorama moonroof , air conditioning system, gauges and

meters. Interior lights, personal lights, engine ignition switch light, luggage compartment light.
Many vehicles available today come with fuel pump shut-off switches. These devices are
essentially circuit breakers that sit inside you car's airbag control module's inertia switch,
which is supposed to trigger when the vehicle comes to a sudden stop. This safety feature is
intended to shut the fuel pump off in the event of an accident, but can sometimes be triggered
by a pothole or even by sudden brake application. These switches are generally designed for a
quick reset, but some models may require a more involved approach. Locate your car's inertial
trigger or airbag control module. You owner's manual should give the exact location, but if it
doesn't try looking inside the center console, under the front seats, behind the glove
compartment or behind the driver or passenger-side kick panels. These are the trim pieces just
ahead of your front doors where your foot typically brushes. Push the button on the inertial
switch; it should be clearly marked as the fuel pump reset, and may be in a contrasting color to
the case. You may need to turn the ignition key to the on or accessory position to energize the
module and reset the switch. Proceed to the next step if your inertia switch doesn't use an
external button. Remove the inertia switch cover by either prying the plastic clips loose or
removing the screws that hold it in place. Inside the switch you'll see one of three things: a
button, a circuit-breaker-type switch or a fuse. Push the button or flip the breaker switch back to
its original position. If your inertia switch uses an internal fuse, pull the blown fuse out and
replace it with another fuse of the same rating. Richard Rowe has been writing professionally
since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver and mechanic,
a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Step 1 Locate your car's
inertial trigger or airbag control module. Step 2 Push the button on the inertial switch; it should
be clearly marked as the fuel pump reset, and may be in a contrasting color to the case.
Screwdrivers Socket set, metric and standard Replacement fuse. Our mobile mechanics offer
services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can
come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. Every time you turn on the
ignition of your car, you activate the fuel pump relay. This device sends an electric current to
the fuel pump. Upon receiving this current, the fuel pump sends gasoline to the engine and the
car starts running. While the fuel pump is active as long as the car engine is running, the fuel
pump relay works only at startup and when you turn off the ignition. As long as the car is
running, the fuel pump runs on the power it receives from the oil pressure sending unit or any
other such power source. The fuel pump relay is also called the relay switch and its functions
are similar to those of the automotive fuse. Controlled by the engine control module, the fuel
pump relay controls the current sent to the fuel pump. This device is a black plastic component,
set in a small box with a wiring harness attached to its underside. Its sprockets attach to the
engine assembly. Depending on the make of the car, you will find the fuel pump relay under the
hood or under the dashboard, near the steering wheel of the car. The fuel pump of the car is an
expensive device that functions well with the optimal amount of current. If it receives excessive
power, the wiring system around the pump overheats, and the fuel pump could get damaged or
fail completely. The fuel pump relay has a limited lifetime so you should have our expert
mechanics check it every time your brakes are changed. If the fuel pump relay does not work
properly, it will not activate the fuel pump and you car will not start. Further, a malfunctioning
fuel pump relay could conduct too much power to the fuel pump and cause damage to or ruin it
completely. This is why we recommend that you keep the fuel pump relay in perfect working
order at all times. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online
Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Keep in
mind: Fuel relay pumps can oxidize or rust and need to be changed more frequently that the
fuel pump. Typically, the coil and contact points of the fuel pump relay show damage. How it's
done: The vehicle hood is raised and supported The defective fuel pump relay is removed The
new fuel pump relay is installed The fuel pressure is tested and codes cleared with a scanner or
gauge The vehicle hood is closed and road tested for proper operation. Our recommendation:
The fuel pump of the car is an expensive device that functions well with the optimal amount of
current. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Fuel Pump Relay?
Engine cranks but does not start at all. Engine functions irregularly and does not start right
away Car slows down without your braking Car comes to a halt after running only for a short
distance. How important is this service? Number of Scion tC services completed. Yourmechanic
was featured in. Popular Scion Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Scion
mechanics Real customer reviews from Scion owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. Daniel 9 years of experience. Request Daniel. Scion tC - Alternator - Hollywood,
Florida. Great experience. He was on time and knowledgeable about my car. I will use him again
for future services. Noe 36 years of experience. Request Noe. Scion tC - Alternator - Seattle,
Washington. Noe was great! Jerome 24 years of experience. Request Jerome. Prompt; Took the

time to explain everything carefully; Really made me feel like my repair meant something to him
and wasn't a "rush job". Very personable. Patrick 32 years of experience. Request Patrick. How
can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump Relay Replacement. Our mobile mechanics
offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics
can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The starter relay
passes power from the car battery to the starter solenoid, and the starter motor engages to start
your car. If the starter relay sticks or fails while it is in the off position, your vehicle will not start
or even click when the key is turned, although the interior accessories will still function. If the
starter fails while turning the key, and is stuck in the on position, the starter will stay engaged
with the transmission flywheel. Damage can occur to the transmission flywheel, the starter, the
relay, and the circuit. The starter relay will likely last the lifetime of your vehicle, and does not
require servicing. If the starter relay fails, or if you believe it is not working properly, have one of
our expert mechanics diagnose it. A working starter relay is necessary for the proper operation
your car. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. There are several
parts, including the battery, that can present the same symptoms as a failed starter relay.
Disconnect the car battery when servicing any electrical part to prevent damage or injury. How
it's done: The vehicle battery is disconnected The defective starter relay is removed The new
starter relay is installed The vehicle battery is reconnected The vehicle is started and checked
for starter relay operation. Our recommendation: The starter relay will like
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ly last the lifetime of your vehicle, and does not require servicing. What common symptoms
indicate you may need to replace the Starter Relay? How important is this service? Number of
Scion tC services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Scion Jobs. Auto service
in Your City. Meet some of our expert Scion mechanics Real customer reviews from Scion
owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. David 42 years of experience. Request
David. James 25 years of experience. Request James. First time using YourMechanic. James
arrived on time with parts as per my service request. He diagnosed to problem very quickly and
explained the current issue and subsequent issues to me very thoroughly. I look forward to
working with him again. Chris 16 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris was on time, and a
pro. I will be booking him again. Highly recommend Chris. Grzegorz 41 years of experience.
Request Grzegorz. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car Starter Relay Replacement.

